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Reviewed by Louis Midgley

The Shipps Odyssey in Retrospect
Where, then , do we draw the line between explaining and "explaining away"? . . It is e ither a fact, o r
legend , or lie. You must take it or lea ve it.

C. S. Lewis, .. ' Horrid Red Things' "1
Some, impressed by the sheer mass and c harge o f
the Book of Monnon, are now asking why it can ' t be
seriously and respectfull y treated as a myth . Lois of
myths are today com ing in for the most reverential
treatment. But the hook disdains such subte rfuge. and
never tires of re minding us that it is not myth but hi story and mu st stand or fall as such ... . To call th is record a myth is to condemn it as effect ivel y as by callin g
it a fraud .
Hugh Nibley2
By happenstance, lan Shipps's Mormonism: Th e Story of a
Ne w ReligiOlu Tradition was publis hed a few years before the
Review of Books on the Book of Morm on was begun . The assessme nt of the Book of Mormon contained in thi s book . if it were
publi s hed now, wo uld warrant co mment. The cele bratory treal-

c.

S. Lewis. God ill lire Dock: Esm}'s un Theulugy (U/d Elhies . ed.

Walter l'looper (Grand Rapids. MI: Eerdmans. 1970).71.
2
Hugh Nibley. Since C!lmorah. 2nd cd. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book
and FAR MS. 19811). :\:iv- :\:v,
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men! this boo k has a lread y recei ved,3 and the loft y reputatio n of
its author- the premier non- Mormon ex pert on Mormon th ingsjustifies retrospective anemian 10 Jan Sh ipps's book. It Iherefore
seems appropriate, at the tent h anni versary of the publication of
Mormonism , to exam ine its author's voyage of discovery as she
has stri ven to fashio n a sat isfactory explanation of the Book of
Mormon and its place in the history. as we ll as Ihe fai th and me mory of Latter-day Saints.4
I will not examine her c rowning achievement-the notio n that
the Church is not a cu lt, at least as Ihat term is now used by Evangelical Protestant critics. nor a sect nor a denomination, and that it
is nei ther Catholic nor Protestant , but "a new religious tradi li o n ."5 Th is is an adaptation of the opini on first broac hed in
1945 by Fawn M, Brodie, who claimed that Mormonism "was a
3
I have located twenty,three reviews (or re view essays) ~ea l ing with
Shi pps's Mo rmo nism- mostly affi rmati ve: there are, however, probably other
rev ie ws that I have not located. Klau ~ J. Hansen, in a prepublicatio n review
entitled "Jan Ship ps and the Mormon Tradition," Journal of Mormon His /ory I I
(1984): 135-45, desc ribes Mormonism ""as one of the most significant and
sti mulati ng wo rks in the histo ry of Mormo n scholarship, as well as a majo r
contribution to the literature of religious studies:' Ibid., 136. But he also faults
Shipps for not add ressing the h<lrd qucstions of whether the Book of Mormon is
what it clai ms 10 be and hcnce whether Joseph Smith told the trut h. Thomas G.
Alexander, in a te ndentious re view entitled "Substa ntial , Importam, Brill iant."
Dia/ogue 1814 (Winter 1985): 185-87. lionizes Shipps. and las hes out at
Hansen "on the leCt'· and those critics he imagines ""on the rig ht:' Sterli ng M.
MeMurrin has praised Shipps in the Journal of American Ethnic History 8 ( Fall
1988): 129- 30: and al so in Essays (uui MO/wg m plu in C% ratlo Histo ry 4
(1986): 101- 5. Some thoughtful co mmems on Mormo ni.rm have occasionally
been packaged as parlor review essays. Some of the mOSI perceptive (311 in lo
this class and inc lude especiall y Davis Bi tton, 'The Mormon Pas t: The Search
for Understandi ng," Religious Swdies R('vie w 1112 (Apri l 1985): 11 4-20: and
Martin Ridge. "Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and a Religious Tradi tion:'
Re views ill Americun History 14 (March 1986): 25-33 . Othet re views also raise
subt le questions about the method and argumen ts employed by Shipps. See
e.\pccially M. Gerald Bradford, JourllLllfor the ScientifiC Study of Religion 26/1
(March 1987): 11 7-18: also in IJ YU SlUdies 2812 (Spring 198~): 113-15.
4
Shipps recognizes that explanations of Joseph Smith and the Book of
Mormon cannot be made independent of each other.
5
Ship ps's speculation docs nOI apply to the RLDS, who have had considerable Proteslant leanings from thei r beginni ng in 1860 and who are now
moving to ward Protestant liberalism .
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real religious creati on, one intended to be to Christianity as Christianity was to Judaism: that is, a reform and a consummation ,"
though Shipps insists that " her sustained argument does not fol low the lines of Fawn M. Brodie's work."6

Introducing Shipps
Shipps has been an influential figure among Mormon historians since 1973. She describes herself as an "inside-outsider" to
the Latter-day Saint commun it y.7 She is perhaps the only nonMormon scholar who has fashioned an entire career out of
Mormon studies. In addition, she was both the first woman and the
first non-Morman- with the exception of RLDS luminary Paul
M. Edwards-to serve as presidenl of the Mormon History Association. S
The first contact Shipps had with Latter-day Saints and the
Mormon past came in 1960 when her husband- a librarian- look
a position at Utah State University. Earlier she had studied music
at two small Southern women's colleges. In Logan she switched
from music to hi story, while working on a teaching cert ificate. At
that time, according to Shipps. hi story at Utah State was Mormon
and Utah hi story. Within a year she had her degree and moved
with her husband to Colorado. With her interest in Mormon thin gs
aroused, at age 36 she earned a doctoral degree in history at the
Univers ity of Colorado. The novel explanation of Joseph Smith
and the Book of Mormon contained in the initial chapter of her
dissertalion,9 later modified and refined, got the attention of
RLDS and Latter-day Sa int hi storians. IO She eventually parlayed
6
Fawn M. Brod ie, No Man Knows My Hislory: The Life of Joseph
Smilh, lire Mormon Prophet, 2nd. rev. cd. (New York: Knopr. 197 1). viii (q uoted
by Shipps at p. 169 n. 2).
7
For a play on thi s formula, see Shipps's personill essay entitled "A n
' Inside-Outsider' in Zion," Dia loglle 1511 (Spring 1982): 139-61.
8 She served in that role in 1979-80.
9
Jan Shipps, "The Mormons in Politics: The First Hu ndred Years"
(Unive rsity of Colorado. Ph.D. dissertation, 1965: Ann Arbor: University
Mi(.;rofillns, 1974).
J 0 See J;11l Shipps. 'The Prophet Puzzle: Suggestions Leading toward a
More Comprehensive Interpretation of Joseph Smith:' JUI/mal of MOrmotl lIislOry I ( 1974): 3-20: reprinted in The New MUrllwn HiSlOr)': Rel'isionisl Essuys
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her degree into a pos ition teac hing religious studies and hi story at
Indi ana Uni versity-Purdue Uni versity at Indianapol is. She is CUfremiy the key gentile "ex pe rt" on Mormon issues fo r the media.

Recognizing the Crucial Truth Claims
Shipps stresses the crucial role of the Book of Mormon in
constituting the fai th of the fl edgling Church of Christ. The publication of the Book of Mormon set in place " Mormo ni sm's fo undatio nal cla ims" (p. xii), which are lin ked to "t he claims made in
the book" (p. xiii; cf. p. 174 n. 5). Joseph Smith cl aimed " that
the plates were actuall y a book whose text contained the Fulness of
the gospel th at would lead to salvati on" (p. 13), Thus, " oo nMormons become Mormons when they respond to Mormon ism 's
fundamental truth claims by taki ng the Book of Mormon at face
va lue,"ll But these truth c laims are also potentiall y divisive, a nd
" the tru th claims at the very heart of the Book of Mormon gua rameed," accord ing to Shipps,
that this potenti al would be realized as soon as this
"very strange book," as Parley P. Pratt call ed it, thrust
itself into culture. Humanity ever si nce has bee n
di vided, so to speak, into opposing camps, one peop led
by individuals who treat the book as j ust a book and
nothing more. Sel over again st this popul atio n is a
camp in which the network of truth claims in the work
is treated as a valid descri pti on of what once was and
what will be. (p. 27)
Shipps thus seems to agree that on one side of what Dale L.
Morgan called the Great Divide l2 are unbelievers who approac h
the Book of Mormon with naturalistic explanations, and on the
other side are those will ing to entertain the poss ibi li ty that ange ls
may brin g books. Thus. from Morgan's perspect ive, " J oseph
e ither was all he said he was, a prophet of the living God translaton the Pllst. ed. D. Michael Quinn (Salt Lake City: Signature Books. 1992). 53-

74 .
1 I Shi p p~. ··An 'inside·Outsider· in Zion:· 154.
12 Sec John Phillip Walker. ed .. Dall' Morgmr on fArly Mormonism: Correspondence & II New History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books. 1986).87.
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ing from plales of gold, or a conscious fraud and imposter. " He
and others are clearly on the other side of thi s Great Divide. J3
Accounts of both Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon differ
dec isively depending on where they stand on what Shipps
describes as the "truth claims at the very heart of the Book of
Mormon" (p. 27; cf. p. 35).
When co nfronted by the Book of Mannon, the critical issue
about which readers of the book have to make up their minds is
that of authenticity. But Shipps steadfastly insists thal, as both
Methodist and historian, she has never been tempted to accept the
book's truth claims.14 Inslead, she stri ves to understand the
impact of the Book of Mormon on the faithful.
Without accepling the work at face value. it is nevertheless possible to regard the Book of Mormon as the
product of an extraordinary and profound act of
reli gious imagination. It lent legitimacy to Joseph
Smilh's career and, by tying America to Israel , gave
credence to the claim that in these latter days America
is the Promised Land and the Mormons are the Chosen
People. 15
But the question still remains: Is it poss ible or even desirable
for an historian dealing with the Book of Mormon to avoid
add ressi ng its truth claims? Is it possib le to avoid having a latent
opini on manifest itself al crucial points in an account? Put another
way, arc the accounts of the Book of Mormon provided by Shipps
reall y as neutral as she thinks they are?

A Novel Naturalistic Account?
Shipps has stri ven \0 fashi on a more sy mpathetic account of
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon than previous gentile
authors. If we give the label "naturalistic"-th e standard description-to explanations that rest on assu mptions that deny the posI)
14

Ibid., 96.

Shipps. '·An 'Inside-Oulsider" in Zion,'· 143.
15 Jan Shipps. ''The Mormons: Looking Forward and

Outward," i n Where
Ihe Spirir Le(lds: American Denoll/inmions Today. cd. Martin E. Many (Richmond. VA: Knox . 19RO). 30.
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sibility that Joseph Smith was "a prophet of the living God," to
use Morgan' s language, and " nonnaturali stic" to those explanations that picture Joseph Smith as a genuine prophet, on which
side of the Great Divide does her ex planation fall? In 1974 and in
1992, Shipps set out what she calls a "naturalistic explanation" of
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon. 16 It is instructive to
examine the detail s of Shipps's mature explanation of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon.
In 1945, as is well -known , Fawn M. Brodie pictured Joseph
Smith as a charlatan deeply into "magic" and other fraudulent
activities as he began to produce the Book of Mormon-whi ch
she bru shed aside as frontier fi clion. 17 According to he r theory ,
Joseph only later introd uced into his narrati ve religious trappin gs
borrowed from Ethan Smith, other elements of his sectarian environment, and so forth .
Shipps began her own " naturalistic explanation" by di stancing he r views from those of Brodie. " It is . .. evident that beneath
its crude exterior," according to Shipps, "the Book of Mormon
reflects knowledge of the Bible, familiarity with theological currents, perceptions of the problems posed by Protestant denominationalism, and experience with ext ra~rational religious phenomena
that simpl y are not consistent with the theory that its religiou s
framework was an afterthought,"18 as Brodie claimed. Shipps
responds to details in Brodie's " naturalistic explanation," which
she claims "required a greater leap of faith" than accepting the
" naturali stic explanation" she wished to set in place. 19
The essential detail s of Shipps's explanation are as follow s:
(I) that Joseph grew up in a famil y fascinated with

religion ; (2) that
. . he thoroughly searched the
scriptures; (3) thai ... he probably did have a vision or
go through some other non~rational experie nce; (4 )
that in the throes of revivalistic excitement he .
inquire[ d] about the matter a second time, thereby
stimulating a second vision around 1824; (5) that.
16

See Shipps, "The Prophet Puule," II .

17 Ibid., 10, for Shipps' s account of Brodie' s stance.
18 Ibid .. II.
19 Ibid.
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in connection with his money-digging actIVItIes, he
actually found some Indian artifacts, or hoped so mu ch
to do so, that . . inspired the writing of the Book of
Mormon. Which, leav ing aside the question of whether
the book has captured eternal truths, plain ly reflects the
religious experiences and concern s that had been an
important part of lJoseph Smith 'sl life until that
time. 20
Thi s explanation, whatever else one might say about it, is clearl y
naturalistic-and Shipps labels it as such .
Morgan was confident that some naturalistic account of
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon would eventually turn out
to be wholly satisfactory, that is, "unless, of course, after we are
dead and buried," as he mu sed in a letter wrinen to Bernard
DeVoto on January 2, 1946, " it turns out that Joseph was, after all,
a prophet of the living God who establi shed the consummati ng
dispensation and was thus the most important thing to happen
since Christ. "2 t Though Shipps has also toyed with naturalistic
accounts of the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith 's prophetic
charisms, she is not confident that any such account can seuie the
crucial issues. She holds that "whether Joseph Smith was proph et
or fraud has been debated ever since news of his 'go ld bible'
spread across the New York countryside in the late 1820s"
(p. 38). Shipps realizes that her interpretation "of the nature of
the creative process that brought Mormonism into being will not
ultimately---or even intermediately- settl e that disputed iss ue"
(p. 38).
It appears that if one begi ns with naturalistic assumptions, then
one might come to believe that a salisfactory negative exp lanation
will eventually be forthcoming. Naturalistic accounts of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon rule out the possibi lity that th e
book is simply true. However, those who do not share sec ular
assumptions will remain skeptical of such ex.p lanations. And the
beli ever or potentia l believer will be skept ical of assumptions that
do not at least allow for the possibi lity of a nonnaturalistic account
of the Book of Mormon.
20

Ibid.

21

Dale Mc rgan

0 11

Earl), MormOlli.rm, Ill .
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Moving Beyond Truth Claims
Despite having advanced a "naturalistic ex planation" of the
Book of Mormon that rules out its truth claims. Shipps also claims
that her efforts arc not inte nded to confront that issue- they presumably "leave aside" or "bracket out" such questions .
I have, of course, no objection to historians limiting their
inquiries to whatever interests them, or to whatever issues they feel
competent to address. They may choose to table certain difficult
and even crucial questions. And clearly most of the time most
hi storians writing about the Mormon past do not address (directly
or in detail) the generative or founding events, including the Book
of Mormon, and hence they do not have to argue directly whether
Joseph Smith was or was not a genuine prophet. For those whose
di sposi tion and training does not equip them to deal with such
issues, it might be considered a sign of humility for them to avoid
opining about the truth of the Book of Mormon . Furthennore. it
may be wise for historians, for political reasons and in an effort to
observe the informal norms of comity that govern profess ional
life, to forgo directly expressing their opinions on such issues. We
must ask whether this is what Shipps has been doing.
For various reasons some hi storian s may feel impelled to
explain how they feeJ about the truth of fhe Book of Mormon and
Joseph Smith's prophetic trulh claims, even though these issues
are nOI the direct focus of their inquiries. They may wish to signal
to their more perceptive and curious readers where they personally stand on the crucial questions. This is often done in personal
or bibliographical essays, introductions, or notes. Jan Shipps, it
turns out, is clearly one of these. 22
Lawrence Foster, perhaps the second ranking gentile ex pen on
Mormon things, provides another example. In his study of marriage among the Latter-day Saints, he describes his controlling
assumptions, offering an outline of his own "comprehensive naturalistic explanation of the Book of Mormon-an explanation that
cou ld ," he claims, "go beyond the conventional Mormon view
that it is a literal history tran slated by Joseph Smith or the conven22 See. for e)[ampJc, Shipps. ·'An Inside-Outsider in Zion:' 143. where she
indicates that she has never been tempted to take the Book of Mormon at foce
value.
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tional anti-Mormon view that it IS a conscious fraud . "23 What
Foster proposes is that the Book of Mormon can " probably best
be understood, at least in part, as a trance-related produ ction. "24
whatever that might be. Be that as it may, the Book of Mormon is
not, he opines, " history in any sense." In stead, it is "an unusually
sophi sticated product of unconsc ious and little-known mental
processes."25 To see the book as a "trance- re lated production"
wou ld , according to Foster, allow historians
to shift from the unrewarding and ultimately irrelevant
question of whether any golden plates with inscriptions
ever ex isted or whether the Book of Mormon was a literal hi story to the far more important and fa scinat in g
question of the content and meani ng of this most
extraord inary re li gious document. 26

23

Lawrence Foster, Religion wid Sexuality: The Shakers, the Mormons,

and the Oneida Community (Chicago, tL: University of Illinois Press, 1984),
294 n. 15 .

2. Ibid., 296.

25 Ibid .. 297.
26 Ibid. Though Foster once rejected "psychological reductionist
approaches" to Joseph Smith (ibid., 292 n. 7), he recently provided just such an
explanation of Ann Lee. John Humph rey Noyes, Martin Luther, George FuJI..
Sabbatai Sevi. Emmanuel Swedenborg. Joseph Smith, and Jesus of Nazareth.
They all presumably suffered from manic depression- they were bipolar, and that
somehow eJl.plains their "genius." See Foster, '"The Psychology of Religious
Genius: Joseph Smith and the Origins of Religious Movements,"· Dialogue 26/4
(Winter 1993): 1- 22. Foster borrows his eJl.planation from R. Jess Groesbeck, a
Jungian psychotherapist, who has offered a number of bizarre eJl.planations of
Joseph Smith grounded in the categories of abnormal psychology . Ibid .. 9. For
Foster' s remarkable diagnosis of Jesus, see ibid .. 20. Foster is also back
explaining the Book of Mormon as the product of trances. He also lines up
behind Anthony A. Hutchi nson's stance in New Approaches 10 (he Book of
Mormon, ed. Brent Lee Metcalfe (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1993), 1- 19.
Foster believes that for Latter.day Sainls to cease taking the Book of Mormon at
face value and slart rcading il as Joseph's frontier fict ion, provides a middle
ground somewhere between anti·Mormon critics who sec it as fraud and the
credulity of those who "ccepl il "I face value. But it docs not make organizational
sense!O move in Ihat direction. Earlier he insisted that believers must reac h an
accommodation with revisionist historians who have been willing !O "reach out
and meet thcm halfway:' FOSler, ·'A Radical Misstatement ,"· Dialogue 22f2
(Summer 1989): 5-6.
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There is, of course, a justification for suc h signaling of where
an author stands on the cruc ia l issues. Thoughtful readers, whether
Lauer· day Saini or otherwise. will want to know the controlling
biases thai guide and le nd to color o r control an author's work.
And it is now widely recognized that there is si mply no such thing
as detachment, neutrality, or objectivity in the writing of hislory ,21
Those who write about the past are neve r somehow above the
storms that swirl around them. S uch writing is a lways an effort to

challenge or defend some view of the world and in that sense all
hi story is bo th apologetic and political.
Howeve r, I am not arguing that just any account of the past is
as good as any other, nor am I say ing that there was no past or
that we have no texts upon which we must stri ve to ground the sto.
ries we tell and with which we can test our accounts. I am not. as
has been alleged, a radical relativist or nihilist. 28 Instead, I have
argued that secular categories and natumlistic exp lanations, what.
ever e lse might be said abou t them, are not somehow privileged
merely because they explain away prophetic truth claims. nor do I
believe that they necessarily manage to uncover whaf really hap·
pened in the past, wh ile the story told by believers is me re ly the
e;a;pression of fee lings and in that sense o nl y subj ecti ve. 29 In
addition. secular. nalUrali stic explanations of prophetic truth
claims. whatever e lse might be sa id about them, end up logicall y
roreclosing the poss ibility that the Book or Monnon is what il
claims to be and hence they beg the crucial quest io ns.
On this issue. see Peter Novick, Thilt Nobl~ Dream: Th~ " Obj~clivit)'
cuuJ th~ Am~rican Historical Prof~ssio" (New York : Cambridge
University Press, 1988). See also Louis Midgley, '"The Myth of Objectivity:
Some Lessons for Latter-day Saints." Suns/on~ 14/4 (August 1990): 54-56: and
my review of Novick's Thill NobI~ Dream, in John Whitm er HiSlorical
Association Journal 10 ( 1990): 102-4.
28 For an especially egregious eltample of such a charge, see Marvin S.
Hill, "Positivism or Subjectivism? Some Rcfiections on a Mormon Historical
Dilemma." Journal of Mormon His/ory 1011 (S pring 1994): 14-15,20.
29 The Book of Mormon. of course, cannot be proven or not prove n to be
an authentic ancient history or the word of God. But it still can be tested by the
methods of historians. The results will likely only reac h some measu re of
plausibility. That is not because the Book of Mormon has "religious" content o r
thlll an angel is believed to have made it available but because plausibil ity is
about as good as can be eltpcclcd in nontrivial historical inquiries. And a final
proof is not necessary for faith to nourish.
27

Qu~stion :
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Shipps, it must be granted, has wisely focused most of her
attention on the fun ction of the Book of Mormon in the lives of
the faithful and not on whether it is what it claims to be. It is here
that she makes a contribution . In describing the implication s of
accepting the Book of Mormon at face value, Shipps is at her best.
In a kind of summary of her findin gs, she claims that "Smith's
story is best understood in the context of his sequential assumption of positions/roles that allowed the Saints to recover a usable
past" (p. 38); her specu lat ion seems int ended to suggest a way of
"shiftin g the focus," presumably away from crucial truth claims
of the Book of Mormon to other less controversial issues, in which
a secular hi storian might make a contribution without becoming
embroi led in controversy with the Sai nts.
Shipps wisely realizes that the primary fact about Latter-day
Sa ints-what makes them such- is thei r belief that, among other
things, the Book of Mormon is simpl y true. But instead of asking
whether the Book of Mormon is true, Shipps calls attenti on to the
fact that be liev ing that it is true- both an authen tic ancient hi story
and the word of God-leads the believer back into the world of
the Old and New Testaments, where prophets spoke for God, and
forward into the eternities to an ultimate forgiveness of sins for
those who have faith and then endure to the end, and also to resurrection and eternal life or the fulness of life in the presence of
God. By thus calling attention to the role of the Book of Mormon
in the life of the faithful, Shipps may have assisted skeptical Gentiles to better understand Latter-day Saints. For this she is to be
co ngratulated .
Instead of asking if the Book of Mormon could be true,
Sh ipps looks at what she calls the "experie ntial process fwhi ch]
legitimated Ihe prophet's centrality to the enterpri se, which means
that," she then claims,
as far as hislOry is concerned, the question of whether
Smith was prophct or fraud is not particularl y important. Of fa r more significance for the purposes of this
study is the fact that when Mormon history is examined
within a framework that recogni zes a process of re pli cation of the biblical story, it becomes clear that the
Book of Mormon, Joseph Smith 's prophetic leadership,
and the ex perience of thc Saints were all cruc ial co m-
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ponents in the creation of Mormonism. (p. 39. emphasis in the original )
But unlike Foster, Shipps correctl y senses that the Book of
Mormon and Joseph Smith's story work together, by "reopenin g
the canon and bringing God back into the history of the Saints in
such a substantial way that within Mormoni sm, divinity is still as
real as all the O(her realities of everyday ex istence" (p. 39). Why
then sidestep the question of the truth of the Book of Mormon? Is
it that one must adopt the stance of secularized hi storians who
in sist on explaining away prophetic truth claims? Is it true that "as
far as hi story is concerned" questions other than whether Joseph
was or was not a prophet30 are "of far more significance"? Perhaps other questions are more rewarding or significant for secularized hi storians for whom all Latter-day Saint talk of the Di vine
is ultimatel y considered a mere manifestation of sincere but naive
illusion or delusion. Such a one turn s out to be like a music critic
who cannot distinguish tones, or a painter who is blind to colors.

Enter "Magic" and the "Occult"
Thus, in stead of confronting the crucial truth claims of the
Book of Mormon, Shipps clearly prefers to speculate about " th e
state of religion and c ulture wherein the Book of Mormon had to
make its way," whi le considering "the various responses that were
generated by the claims made in the book," and so forth. She
hopes to demonstrate "that a belief that the book is a true record
implied much more than acceptance of the hi storicity of the
docu ment itself' (p . xiii).
As she did in her dissertation. only now in a more poli shed
form, Shipps distinguishes the story told by Lauer-day Saints of
the Restoration from the stori es told by anti-Mormons, which tend
to
describe Smith 's visions and his explanation of the
Book of Mormon's sources as the products of a diseased ima ginati on, if not the elements of a gigantic
30 Or. as Shipps constantly has it. whether he was prophet or fraud. which
is not the same th ing. since he might not havc been a prophet and yet not a conscious fraud. but only involved in an illusion or delusion.
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fraud. Consequently Mormoni sm was pictured in such
accounts as a mixture of superstition and subterfuge
Ihat conceals the light of truth . (p. 3)
Her strategy in Mormon ism is to link religion in the nineteenth
ce ntury with necromancy (p. 6) in order to make a case that the
Smith famil y was deeply involved in magic and the occult arts (see
pp. 7- 8), which presumably in the 1830s would not have been
seen as inconsistent with folk religion. In this way Joseph Smith
can be made to appear sincere in his illusions. I have already
shown that speculating about such matters was an essential element
of her earlier nalurali stic explanation of Joseph Smith's prophetic
truth claims.
Shipps seems fascinated by the possible early involvement of
Joseph Sm ith in magic and the occul!. Her account of what she
considers their obv ious link s with Joseph Smith's visions and
revelati ons is ex pressed in her book in statements suc h as the fol lowing: "Yet it stands to reason that Smith, too, might sometimes
have wondered about the nature of the connection between magical practice and manifestation s of divinity despite his convictions
about the reality of his visions and the assurances his father gave
him that they were 'of God' " (p. 18).
The fasc ination with speculation and rumors about the Smith
family' s involvement with magic and the occult arts has been a
prominent fealure of Shipps's work on Mormon history since her
dissertation in 1965. At one point she insisted that the Church
would have to recast the story of the Restoration by taking into
account the conte nt s of a document that was later shown to be a
forgery cooked up by Mark Hofmann. More recemly she has
promoted an awful book by John L. Brooke published under the
title The Refiner 's Fire: Tire Making of Mormon Cosmology,
1644-1844,31 which forces upon Joseph Smith and the Saints
bizarre notions presumably drawn from his environment. 32 As far
31

John L. Brooke, The Refiner's Fire: The Makin8 of Mormon Cosmol-

ogy. 1644-1844 (New York. Cambridge University Press, 1994).

32 Sec the reviews of this book by Davis Binon. in 8YU Siudies 34/4
( 1994-95): 182-92, and William J. Hamblin. Daniel C. Peterson. and George L.
Milton. "Mormon in the Fiery Furnace: Or. Loftes Tryk Goes to Cambridge,"
HI'view of Books on Ihe Book of Morm on 612 (1994): 3-58; cf. also thei r
review in IJYU Studies 3414 (1994-95): 167- R1.
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back as 1988, Shipps wa<; actuall y adverti sin g Brooke's boo k
unde r the title Joseph Smith. Ea rly American Occult Traditions
and the Origins of Mormonism. 33 Perhaps Shipps really does see
the origins of Mormonism in magic and oceul! traditions a nd
hence welcomes anything thai can be used to support her
" naturali stic expl anation" of the Restoration. One thing is for
certain: Brooke's book does not provide. fo r those al all fa miliar
with Mormo n things. anything approaching plaus ibi lity. Why was
Shipps unable to see its fla ws? Shipps has much explainin g to d o
over he r in volveme nl with the execrabl e Brooke book.34

And Yet . . .
And yet Shipps is good at explaining the links in the minds of
the faithful between the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith 's
role as God 's prophet. "Persons who accepted the volume's contents as reliable descriptions of past events also accepted at face
value Joseph Smith 's account of how it came into being" (p , 29),
" It stands to reason, th en," Shipps opines, "tha t the Book of
Mormon and the subsequent events of Smith 's e xtraordinary
career f unctioned together to establish the authe nticity of the book
and to cement the link between a Hebre w-Christian unde rstanding
of the story of the world and the personal li ves of the prophet a nd
the people who became his foll owers" (p, 37, e mphasis in the
ori ginal), "Non-Mormons become Mormons whe n they res pond
to Mormoni sm'S fundamental truth claims by taking the Book of
Mormon at face value. "35
Might we not also concl ude that Mormons become nonMormons when they fail to take the Book of Mormon at face
33 Sec Ja n Shipps, 'The Reality of the Restoration and the Restoration
Ideal in the Mormon Trad ition," in The American Quest for the Prim itive Church,
ed, Richard T, Hughes (Urbana, IL: Unive rsity of Illinois Press, 1988). 194 n. 6,
34 Shi pps also provided a tenden tious bibliographical essay, entitled
"Background Books" (pp, 48-50) for Malise Ruthven's outrageous essay entitled "The Mormons' Progress," Wilson QlIflrterly 1512 (Spri ng 199 1): 22-47 .
And her assistance was instrumen tal ill generating the bizarre Mormon portions
of Ruthve ll 'S The Divine Supermarket: ShoppinS for God in America (New York:
Morrow, 1989), For the juicy details. see Louis Midgley, review or The Diyjnl!
S!lpumarkl!/, in BYU Sll4llies 321 1&2 (Wi nter- Spring 199 1): 303- 13,
35 Shipps, "An 'Inside-Outsider' in Zion," 154, emphasis added.
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value-for example. when they start conjuring alternative e)(pianations of its origin and meaning? Shi pps senses that the Saints
are "very much aware that if enough of their brethren come to
accept as true an alternate version of Mormon history then schism
is the consequence."36 What this opinion suggests is that it is not
obnoxi ous anti-Mormon propaganda that threatens the Saints. but
strife and dissent from wi thin , espec ially over foundational issues.
Shipps is even helpful in identifying from where this kind of
thing is likely to come in its more secularized manifestations.
"There are," she claims, without explaining how she came up
with the number. "perhaps 25.000
. so-called 'cultural '
Mormons. i.e., individuals who are LaUer-day Saints solely from
the standpoint of famil y heritage. not from active membership in
any LDS ecclesiast ical uni1."37 A few of these cultural Mormons
now report a kind of conversion in which an alternat ive version of
the Mormon past and a revis ionist understand in g of the Book of
Mormon is opened up.38
A few of these cultural Mormon dissidents have recentl y been
di sc iplined by the Church. How would or should Shipps evaluate
the actions taken against recent heretics and diss idents? Earlier she
sensed that what she label s as "heresy tria ls" operate among other
things "to establ ish and maintain boundaries of acceptable belief
and behav ior within religious comm unili es."39 She is ri ght. And
one can sy mpathize with those disciplined fo r fl agrant heresy or
diss ident act ivity, without deny ing the need and justification fo r
such discipline. Shipps once annoyed one of her audiences, th e
radical fem ini st faclion, by making just such a point. 40
36 Jan Shipps. "Writing 3bout Modem Mormonism." SlmslOne 4/2
(March-April 1979): 46. emphasis in the OrigiMi.
37 Jan Shipps, ''The Latter-day Saints," in Encyclopedia of the American
Religious Experience: Siudies of Tradilions and Mo vements, ed. Charles H.
Lippy and Peter W. Williams (New York : Scribner's. 1988), 1:653- 54.
38 For example, see what amounts to a kind of secular testimony bearing
in the following: Anthony A. Hutchinson. ''The Word of God [s Enough," in New
AI,prooches 10 the Book of Mormon. ed. Brent Lee Metcalfe (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books. (993). 1- 19: and Edwin Firmage. Jr. , "Historical Criticism
and the Book of Mormon: A Personal Encounter," Sunstone 16/5 (July (993 ):
58- 64 .
39 Shipps. "An 'Inside-Outsider' in Zion," 141.
40 Ihid .
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Sacred History-UTruer than True"?
Though Shipps grams that the Book of Mormon has the
appearance of "historical accounts of past events, a form integral
to everyday experience" (p. 28), thi s is only an appearance,
because, unlike accounts of what really happened in the past,

il has never lent itself to the same process of verificati on that hi storian s use to verify ordinary accounts of
what happened in the past. The histori city of the Book
of Mormon has been asserted [for example, by Hugh
NibleyJ through demonslralion s Ihat ancient concepts,
practices, doctrines, and rituals are present in the work;
that the nineteenth century's overwhelming conce rn
with liberty and the working of the political process is
absent from it (by Richard L. Bushman); that from the
standpoint of archaeology, its account of settlement
and peoples " makes sense" and could have happen ed
[by John L. Sorenson]; that the pre·Columbian co m·
pilers of the various books within the work had distinct
literary styles [various word·print studies], and so on.
But such demonstrations point, finally, only to plau si·
bility. Proof is a different malter. (p. 28)
She also distinguishes what she calls "sacred history" from
"ordi nary history. "41 While I am not opposed in principle to
such a distinction, 1 worry about what she tries to do with it. She
insists "th at there are two separate and distinct kinds of hi story of
any religious tradition-and that Mormoni sm is no exception. It
has a sacred history and it has an ordinary history, ... and these
are very diffe rent things. "42 But are they djfferent? She does not
argue the issue but merely opines. She states a corollary: " hi s tory
as a scholarly discipline treats humanity'S perception of di vi nity's
dealings with it while history as a sacred story treats God's deal·
ings with mankind more directly."43 "Sacred hi story" is seen as
taking on "a mythic character which makes it ' truer than true,' if
41 See especia!Jy Jan Shipps. "The Mormon Past: Revealed or Revisited?"
Sunsront' 6/6 (November-December 1981): 55- 57 .
42 Shipps, ''The Mormon Past," 57, emphasis in the original.
43 Shipps, "An 'Inside-Outsider" in Zion." 154. emphasis in the original.
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by Iruth one means that which is established and verified according to the canon s of historical scholarship."44 Here is where she
goes wrong. She has driven a wedge between "what really happened"- her "ordinary history"- and the story (myth if you
will) forming and grounding the identity of the Saints.
But for the Saints what Shipps call s "sacred hi story " is ordinary history that has taken on mythic dimensions and thereby
constitutes thei r story. their relationship to God, the explanation of
their trials, the ground for their hopes, and so on. For Shipps,
"ordinary hi story " is presumably about "what really happened,"
while "Mor moni sm's sacred history, like all sacred history, is a
part of the mythological dimension of this religion. By its very
nature it can only be retold and defended, not reinvestigated; research ed. "45 On this she is at least partially wrong.
For Shipps, the contents of the Book of Mormon become
"sacred," and thereby " it becomes something other than a
book" for those who accept its hi storicity (p. 29)-it functi ons in
a mythic dimens ion . Suppose Shipps is right: Can myth-the
story- not be real? Why not? Efforts to examine it, she claims, in
the case of the Book of Mormon, lead "on ly to plausibility," but
not to the proof that is what hi storian s seek while doing "ord inary
hi story." This opini on-so confid entl y though casually set
forth-may best be understood as her own confess ional and professional boundary maintenance mechanism. It is certai nly not, as
I will show, a mature reflection on either the Book of Mormon or
on historical methodology.
Though Shipps recognizes that the Book of Mormon appears
to be history, her sec ular orientation-she now identifies it with
"reli giou s studies"--demands that she turn it into mere mythology. Hence, when the faithful accept it as history, they are mistaken in assuming that it is about a genuine past. If, as she claims,
the Book of Mormon, because it contains sacred things, becomes
someth in g more than history, what exactly does it become? Certainl y not a bird or a plane-it becomes their canon , a sacred
book or scripture, a book contai ning the word of God, and thus
takes on a mythic dimension in the life of the community of

44
45

Shipp5. '"The Mormon Past:' 57.
Ibid .. emphasis in [he original.
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believers. Is Shipps arguing, I wonder, Ihal such a book simply
cannot be true but only "truer than true," whatever that means, in
perhaps the way mythologi es that make no claim to being about
reality mighl be thought to be true?
Certainl y by containing matters sacred to the faithful , the
Book of Mormon does not somehow cease (a be a tex.t whose
historical claims can be tested in exactl y the same way as an y
other text that appears to be or is thought to be ancien!. Shipps
grams as much: "nothin g distinguishes it from all other books
except its clai m to be a record of God's dealing with Hi s people in
the Western Hemi sphere" (p. 29). But she sees in this claim an
ingredient that transforms the Book of Mormon into "someth in g
more than mere propos itions; they become true. But how? In what
manner was this book, whose origin was explained in supernatural
terms, transmuted into a record of actual events in volving real
peop le?" (p. 29, emphasis added). She should be asking in what
way a history of real events and peoples takes on a mythic dimen~
sion , becomes a founding story, assumes the role of sacred hi s ~
tory. The answer: by having the Di vine present in the story, and
then through faith. That is exactly what transforms ordinary historia into sac red mythos. Of course, not all myths are ge nui nely
historical nor involve rea l peoples o r events. How can we tell ? Is
the Book of Mormon about reality? Though we will very like ly
never have anythin g approaching a fin al proof, we can and d o
have what Shipps calls plausibility. And the Saints can have
somethin g approaching a prophetic charism, without which the re
is only plausibility.
Clearly Shipps confuses how we happen to have gotte n the
Book of Mormon with the question of whether it is an authentic
history. Merely labeling the method by which Joseph Sm ith
claimed to have gotten the record as "supernatura l" does not
thereby automaticall y preclude the possibility that it can either be
tested or turn o ut to be true, unless one begins with the dogmatic
presupposition tnat "you don't get books from angels and translate them by mirac1es."46

46 "An Intervicw with Stcrling McMurrin,"
25.

Dialogue 1711 (Spring 1984);
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For Shipps, those who accept the historicity of the Book of
Mormon are described in the past tense. Thi s tact ic allows her to
explain that in the age in which this book and the story of its
coming forth were originally circulated, "th e Bible was still cultura lly defin ed as an undoubted ly aut hentic record of actual
events involving real people" (p. 29), that is, jt had not bee n
entirely reduced to a mere myth without historical reality by
skeptical scholars. Hence it was easy for those ru stics who were
heavily involved in a cu ltural contex t in which the Bible and also
" ma gic" and the "occult" worked together to believe the story
of the ange l and the book. And she also appropriates the notion
that one of the purposes of the Book of Mormon was to co unter
skepticism by bo lstering the Bible, since there was then , just as
now, much skepticism about divine things in the age in which the
Book of Mormon came forth . But the Book of Mormon is as
much an object of skeptici sm as is the Bible.
But people, lots of them it seems, be lieve that the Book of
Mormon is an authentic ancient history and also the word of God.
How does Sh ipps explain thi s fact ? Do they simply make a mi stake and confuse myth and legend or frontier fiction with real
hi story? Do they need to be enlightened on such matters by co ntemporary experts in secular religious studies? Presumably, for
reaso ns she does not ex.plain, those who receive the Book of
Mormon turn out to want it to be true, and some of them even
work to show that it is an authentic ancient record, but they only
come up with plausibil ity, since they are dealing with "sacred
history," and therefore not with proof, which is presumab ly whal
she thinks real hi storians arrive at in doing ordinary history with
the curre nt canons of the hi story profession. But again, on this
issue she is si mply wrong.
Plausibility is about as good as it gets for anyth ing other than
the most trivial questions that historians take up. From my perspecti ve, Shipps seems in nocent or naive about historical method.
It seems that she assumes that objecti vity is possible, that facts are
what hi storian s work with, and that they generate proofs.
Historians in th rall to one or another variety of positi vism
might talk th at way. "Thus, the story of Mormon beg innings,"
accord in g to Shipps, "appe ars to be an except ion to the normal
modern expectati on that natu ral exp lanation based on objective
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evidence will be more persuasive than supernatural explanation
growing from subjective accounts" (pp. 44-45). She concludes:
Like the gospels that include the story of the resurrection of Jesus without supporting it with objective evidence obtained from persons outside the incipient
Christian community, the Mormon story includes an
accou nt of the translation of the Book of Mormon
supported only by the testimony of members of the
incipient LOS community. (p. 45)
Presumably, one can describe the evidence for the resurrection
as "objective" if and only if the texts reporting eyewitness experience with the resurrected Jesus come from people who did not
believe that he Wrui resurrected. Does the mere fact that one
believed that Jesus was in fact resurrected somehow preclude
one's report of actually seeing him alive after hi s crucifixion from
being counted as "objective evide nce"?
Shipps reports that so-called "supernatural explanations,"
that is. what amount to accounts from eyewitnesses of events in
which the Di vine was manifested in one way or another, have
proved persuasive to people who have become Latter-day Saints,
"notwith standing the commonsense arguments that, in an open
and public manner. have repeatedly called into question the
supernatural explanation that undergirds the Mormon story"
(p.45).
Naturalistic explanations of Mormon beginnings turn out to
have no more objectivity than do the arguments presented by the
Saints in support of their story . The difference s are in the explanation. which in one case includes the Divine, and in the other case
excludes the Divine- not in one side offering objective demonstrati ons and the other side appealing merely to subjective feelings. Is there some reason, other than a predisposition to distrust
stories that include encounters with the Divine. to exclude. on
principle, the possibility that Joseph Smith was God's prophet and
the Book of Mormon an authentic ancient history? lf there is,
Shipps has nOl identified it.
Though Shipps adamantly insists that she is not in the least
interested in Book of Mormon truth claims. her very unwillingness
to even report on the current state of the debate over its historical
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authenticity, and in that sense genuinely leave the issue open,
betrays a bias against its truth claims. Thi s is unfortunate. because
she has some interesting and perhaps even important things to say
about the links between Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon in
the faith of Latter-day Saints.

The Odyssey-Getting Launched
In 1965, in the introductory portion of her di ssertation. Shipps
noted that "Smith said that the Book of Mormon was a translation
of record s which had been engraved on a set of golden plates
given him by an angel in the fall of 1827 ."47 This and subsequent obse rvations were preceded by an account of Joseph
Smith's initial interviews with heavenly messengers. Having thu s
nllher prosaically introduced the Book of Mormon, she added that
This strange volume claimed to be the hi story of
the Western Hemisphere between 600 B.C. and 400
A. D.. but its account of that millennium was interspersed with suc h an astonishing variety of philosophical notions and theological speculations that it was
immediately apparent that here was no ordinary hi story. The work recounted stori es of voyages and battles
and tales of intrigue and treason, and yet the most
striking passages in the Book of Mormon were those
which were essentially explication s of what had also
been a part of the visions of Jose ph Smith's youth. 48
And what mi ght these explication s be? Shipps claimed that
Joseph Smith had placed in the Book of Mormon "allusions to
the ideas which. according to Smith's own account, were conceived in the course of his extraordinary ex periences."49
According to Shipps, these allusions
were particularly clear in the second section of the
book. This section, the Book of 2 Nephi, included a
serie s of chapters which provided a detailed description
47
48
49

Shi pps, "The Mormons in Politics," 19-20. emphasis in the original.
Ibid .. 20.
Ibid.
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of the slate of soc iety which wou ld ex ist at the day
when the plates of gold would be opened to the man
chosen by God. These supposedly prophetic predictions returned again and again to the themes of the
visions: that churches already current were corrupt. 50
Shipps described the Book of Mormon as a "fan ciful history
of the Western Hemi sphere," and as such "i ls initi al appeal was
not entirely re li gious."SI What then might have been its initial
appeal? Shipps thought that the Book of Mormon appealed to the
fa ithful because it provided them with a sort of instant heritage,
part of which included the notion
that the American India ns were remnants of the twelve
tri bes of Israel, and that C hrist had appeared on thi s
continent in 34 A.D. Thus this book provided a connecting link between the history of the United States
and the Judao-Chri stia n tradition which by-passed the
European culture filter altogether. 52
One must, of course, look behind the rather common and by
now worn-out bromide about the Book of Mormon being an
effort to link any pre-Columbian peoples with the lost tribes of
Israel. If that is done, then one can see the faint outlines of one of
the intriguing elements in Shipps's later work. Hence, in a mu c h
more polished and elegant form, somethin g like this opinion can
be found in her Mormonism, where the Book of Mormon is seen
as providing Latter-day Saints with a distinctive past-a story, o r
mythology, a sacred hi story-that forms the identity of the Saints
by linking them to ancien! Israel and the faithful at the time of
Jesus of Nazaret h. This seems to be the germ that eventually
matured inro one of her more significan t contributi ons to th e
understanding of the faith of the Saints.
The ini tial explanation provided by Shipps for the Book of
Mormon was also her explanation for Joseph Smith. " In the eyes
of the Latter-day Saints, Joseph Sm ith 's early visions and his later

50
51

52

Ibid.
Ibid. , 21.
Ibid.
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reve lation s are both seen as dialogues between man and God. "53
But can such a conversation take place? Not really! Why? She
merely provided an alternative account: "Whether it is regarded as
a metaphysical event or a psychic phenomenon, a religiously oriented vision is an intensely realistic subjective experience which
leaves the individual who has experienced it with a definite sense
of having been in direct communion with God."54 What Shipps
seems to be say ing is Ihal Joseph Smith really believed the story
he told, though she sees it as merely a "subjective experience."
For Shipps, Joseph Smith was a my stic, which presu mabl y
explains both his vis ions and revelations. "Like comparable mystica l manifestations-the hearing of transcendental vo ices, spiritual
illumination, infused meditation-v isions are spontaneous occurrences apparently independent of the consciou s human mind ."S5
On the other hand, "revelatio n . , . is a more prosa ic, but far more
dependable method of communicating with God. "56 It involves,
according to Shipps, "aski ng for di vine instructions and receiv in g
an ' impression' of the will of the Lord in return . "57 Shipps thus
describes Joseph Smith 's visions and revelations as typical
instances of merely "su bjective relig ious experience."58
Shipps grants that "maki ng any objecti ve differentiation in
varieties of religious experience is extremely diffi cult ."59 She
notes that "some scholars explain the origins of Mormoni sm
en tirely in terms of abnormal psychology and treat the visions and
the revelat ions and the Book of Mormon all as products of Joseph
Smith's 'd iseased' mind ."60 Or they offer accounts of Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon that see both as instances of
fraud (c itin g three examples) . Brodie had, according to Shipps,
"dec ided that the Mormon prophet was a likable ne'e r-do-we ll
whose Book of Mormon was a gigantic hoax which he, himself.
came in time to beli cve."61 By recounting various secular exp la53
54
55
56
57

Ibid ..
Ibid ..
[bid ..
[bid ..
[bid.
58 [bid..
59 [bid..
60 Ibid..
61

24.
25.
24.
25.
26.

27.
27-28. citing two c)(amplcs: emphasis in the o riginal.

[hid .. 29. emphasiS in the origimll.
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nations of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon. she has set the
stage for her more charitable account. Her explanation is as fol·
lows:
Official church literature proclaims Joseph Sm ith as
translator, prophet, and martyr~and is forced there·
upon into endless just ification of the many events in his
extraord inary life which fail to fit the pattern. Even so,
the religious movement which he started is probably
more understandable in these terms than it will ever be
in terms of unmitigated villainy or mental derangement. For if Joseph Smith were a knave, then those who
joined him were dupes; if he were a madman , those
who joined him were fools-and in either case, all su bsequent Mormon hi story must be explained in reference to Smith's personal magnetism.62
In J965 Shipps seems to have recognized that there are two
general types of exp lanations of Joseph Smith and the Book of
Mormon, for "Mormonism has had," according to her, a kind of
"hi stori ographica l schizophrenia."63 She then attempts to find a
middle ground between the two large, competing alternatives
which fall on eit her side of Morgan's Great Divide. The answer 10
the historiographical puzzle is to be fou nd, she claims, in "studies
in the nature of religious experie nce and research in the field of
comparat ive relig ion during the last three-qu arters of a ce ntury"
which "have made it possible for scholars to provide a more precise and perceptive explanation of the place of faith in history."64
These studies, Shipps claims, show clearly that Joseph Smith
was what she described as "a kind of native American mystic."65
Joseph Smith a mystic? In 1954 Hugh Nibley had shown, using
one of the two sources cited by Shipps, that Joseph Smith was not
a mystic. 66 Shipps garners the idea that Joseph Smith was a mystic
(and the corollary that the Book of Mormon was a mystical text)
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid .. 30.
64 Ibid .. 31.
6S Ibid.
66 Hugh Nibley. "Prophets and Mystics." in The World and Ihe Prophets
(Salt Lake City: Desere! Book. 1954); reprinted in CWHN 3:98- 107.
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from an essay by Ray B. West on Mormonism.67 She grants that
his remark was merely "suggested, without elaboration."68
Shipps clai ms that "a careful reading of the Book of Mormon
and of the prophet's personal history indicates that the religious
experiences described therein are typical of the mystical ex perience that most stude nts of comparative religion posit at the genesis
of all the world 's enduri ng religious fai ths. "69 She mentions
essays by Evelyn Underh ill and Rufus Jones,70 whom she
desc ribes as "two outstanding historians of myst icism,"7 1 who
"have clearly show n .. that the mystic comprehends an objectively real re lationship between himself and the metaphys ical
world in the course of his interior religious ex perience."72 She
then asserts that Joseph Smith 's accounts of his visions " are
nearly classic statements of myst ical experi ences."73
67 Ray B. West, The Kingdom of the .&lints, The Story of Brigham Young
and /he Mormons (New York: Viki ng, 1957).
68 Shipps. "The Mormons in Po litics." 3 1.
69 Ibid .. emphasis in the original.
70 Evelyn Underhill's Myslicism: A Study in Ihe Nmure cuuI Developmenl
of Man's SIJiri/ual Consciousness (New York: Meridian Books, 1955) is a classic. The other source consulted by Shipps was Rufus Jones Speaks /0 OIlT Time,
cd. Harry Eme rson Fosdick (New York: Macmillan, 1951).
71 Shipps. ''The Mormons in Po litics." 31.
72 Ibid .. 31-32.
73 Ibid .. 32. According to Thomas G. Alell.ander, ·'unfortunately. both
scholars and Mo rmon writers have ge nera ll y failed to consider Mormonism as
falling within the trad ition of Christian mys ticism. The principle exception is
lan Shipps' percepti ve suggestion of a mystical interpretation of J oseph
Smith'S thought:' T homas G. Atell.ander, "Wilford Woodruff and the Changing
Nature of Mormon Rel igious ElI.pcrience:· Church His/ory 4511 (March 1976):
60. citing Shipps, "The Mormons in Politics," 22-23 (sic, actually 3 1-33). Four
years tater. on 11 November 1980, Shipps sent me :10 eleven-page. singlespaced letter in reply to seven ques tions I had asked her on 12 August 1980
co ncerning her views on whether Joseph Smith was a mystic and the Book of
Mormon a mystical lex!. In this letter she e xplained that when she wrote her
dissertation she was not well info rmed on either mysticism or Mormon o r igins
and she was also unaware of Niblcy's ana lysis. She also indicated that prio r to
her essay entitled "T he Prophet Puzzle" in 1974 she had undergone a significant
shift in orientation ;lnd no longe r though!, for example. that Joseph Smith
should be described as a mystic. But she also staunchly defended Alexander'S
1976 effort to read mystici sm into Mormonism, which he rested in large part on
:In opinion expressed in her dissert:ltion in 1965.
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But Nibley, drawing on Rufus Jones and others. has argued
that Joseph Smith was not a mystic .
The foremost present-day Protestant student of
mystici sm writes: "From the nature of the case this
experience of ecstasy and absorption is something
unutterable and incommunicable. . .. It is not like
anything else, consequently there are no terms of
description for it." The mystic, having found God,
"cannot hint to human ears any descriptive circumstances about the actual character of God."74
Nibley then adds the following observation:

As against this, the whole calling of a prophet is to
communicate the will of God to men ; he is a mouthpiece and a witness, and he tells what he has seen and
heard; he is a man with a message. The mystic, on the
other hand. has no such message. Mr. Rufus Jones
becomes positively indignant at the thought of can·
taminating mystic purity with anything as crass and
tangible as a message. Mystics, he says, " have not had
secret messages from sociable angels. They have not
been granted special communications as favored
ambassadors to the heavenly court. They have been
men and women like the rest of us," and their mystical
experience is rather an enrichment of the individual
mind, an increase of its range and depth, an enlarged
outlook on life, a heightening of personality. Jt is much
like what happens with the refinement and culture of
artistic taste, or with the appreciation of beauty in any
field. In mher words, the vis ions of my st ics are not like
those of prophets at all. What they convey is not
knowledge, says Jones, but rathe r an "increase of
seren ity ."75

74 Nibley, ··Prophets and Mystics:' in CWHN 3: 102, quoting Rufus
Joncs, emphasis in the original.

7S Ibid., 102-3.
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Joseph Smith. whate ver else one might say about him, c laimed
to have gOlle n " messages fro m sociable angels," to have pos sessed plates containing a massive history, and so forth . Neithe r
his story nor the Book of Mormon fit s the typical description of
mystics and mystical theology. Still, perhaps because Shipps had
not attributed fraud to Joseph Smith nor signs of abnormal psyc hology, at least one RLDS and two LDS hi storians found he r
views attractive. They seemed to assume that she had found in
mysticism a middle ground between prophet and fraud. Joseph
Sm ith pictured as a mystic and the Book of Mormon as a mystical
text constitutes a middle ground between genuine prophet a nd
fraud. but certai nl y not between prophet and not-prop het. 76
Marvin S. Hill , without drawi ng on Shipps, Thomas O. Alexander,
or Paul M. Edwards,77 developed his own habit of linking mysticism, superstition, and magic in hi s explanation of Joseph
Sm ith .78 In his biography of Wilford Woodruff, Alexander has
somewhat muted hi s theory that visions, inspired translat ions, a nd
re ve lations are instances of myst ical re ligious experience.1 9

76 Thomas G. Alexander made !he !hcory ad ... anced by Shipps the grounds
fo r his understanding of di... ine special re ... elations. See Alexander's "Wilford
Woodruff and the Changing Nature of Mormon Religious Experience." 60-6 1.
69; and his 'The Place of Joseph Smilh in the De ...e1opment of American Religiun: A His!oriograph ical Inquiry." Journal of Mormon History 5 (1978): 14 15; and his re ... iew of Donna Ui!I. Joseph Sm;//!: The Firs/ Mormon. in American
Historical Review 8212 (April 1978): 517-18. In thi s re ... iew. Alexander praises
Donna Hill for her treatment of ..... arious aspects of CUlture e ... ident not only in
the experiences of Joseph Smith but also the expectations of those who followed
hi m. Thus, Joseph Smith could quite easily combine money digging. peep·
s!ones, and mys tical e~pe rience into a whole which was congruent to him, and to
those who shared his world ... iew" (p. 5 18). But Donna Hill does not mention
mys!icism-Ihat is part of Mar ... in S. Hill' s explanation of Joseph Smith.
77 Paul M. Edwards. '''The Secular Smiths." Journal oj Mormon Histo ry 4
( 1977): 3- 17. republished in Res/oration Sludies /I, cd. Maurice L. Draper and A.
Bruce Lindgre n (Independence: Herald House. 1983). 89- 101 . Edwards argues
thm Shi pps and Alexander were wrong-Joseph Smith was an E3stern and not a
Western mys!ic.
78 See Mar ... in Hill's "Secular or Sectarian History?" in Church History
43/1 (March 1974): 80.86.92: [lnd his "Brodie Re ... isited: A Reappraisal ." Dia10K fIe 7/4 (Winter 1972): 75. 76-7R.
79 See Thomas G. Alexander. Things in Heaven and fur/h iSalt Lake City:
SignawTe Books, 199 1). 49.353- 54 n. 19: cr. 341 nn. 95 ami 97.
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By 1988 Shipps felt that a fondness for " their folk rel igio n"
allowed the Lauer-day Saints "to embrace the occult as well" as
the Bible, "although nei ther in a mystical sense nor in a supe rstitious frame, "80 So mysticism appears to have somewhat receded
from her formal arsenal of ex planations, At least the word has
mostly disappeared,8] though much of what the word typically
identifies in the scholarly literature is retained,82 Why?

Avoiding a Logomachy
Shipps reports di scovering very early that " what 'out siders'
write about Mormonism draws special attention to itself, both
within and without the LDS community,"83 She admits that she
"did not always stop to think through all the implications of everythin g" that she wrote in her dissertation,84 She soon began to
see a multitude of audiences having "two extremes: active, intense,
serious, literal-minded Mormons are located at one end, while
acti ve, intense, serious, literal-minded anti-Mormons are located at
the other, At both of these extremes, people confuse the study of
Mormonism with the investigation of its truth claims,"85
How has Shipps managed to avoid offending or annoying the
various audiences who might encounte r her work? For one thing,
she insists that she has steadfastly " ma naged to keep truth questions ' bracketed out ' through all [her} years of study, To a signifi cant degree, this has been a consc ious scholarly strategy
adopted to provide
, enough distance to be analytical. "86 Her
wise strategy is to avoid stating overt opinions on the truth claims
of the faith of Latter-day Saints,
How does Shipps deal with those who are believers? She
ex plains her strategy in the following way:

80 Jan Shipps, 'The Latter-day Saims," in Encyclopedia of Ihe Americon
Religious Experience: Sludies of Trodilion,f and Mo vemen ts, ed, Charles H,
Lippy and Peter W, Williams (New York.: Scribner's, 1988), 1:654,
8 1 See Shipps, ''The Prophct Puzzlc," II n. IS,
82 See ibid., throughout.
83 Shipps, "An 'Inside-Outsider' in Zion," 140,
84 Ibid,
85 Ibid., 142, emphasis in the original.
86 Ibid" 143,
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Because liteml acceptance of the Book of Mormon
automatically turns people into Latter-day Sai nts
(whether they join the Church or not), my nonMormon status makes it obvious that I am not to be
counted among the millions for whom the Book of
Mormon 's content is prima facie evidence that the
book is precisely what it claims to be. 87
She adds, however, that in discussing the Book of Mormon she
does
not feel compelled to take a position on the disputed
issue of whether Joseph Smith was the aut hor or translator of thi s extraordinary work. The content of this
basic LOS scripture and the connect ion between its
content and its function within Mormonism are the
issues about the Book of Mormon which are of the
greatest concern for me .SS
She sees the issue of Ihe Book of Mormon 's aUl horship as " a
faith ques lion" which she strives "to bracket out of consideration " in her work on Mormon things.89
It appears that once Shipps began to sense that academic success depended on her skill in avoiding givi ng offen se to the various audie nces that might be consumers of her essays, her writing
would henceforth not be all naturel- plain or unaffected; it would
be fashioned with different audiences in mind . Her writing. as the
c urrent fashions in literary criticism would insist, is thus profoundly and intent ionall y political; that is, it is intended to hide as
much as it reveals .
Referring 10 what she describes as her "stubborn si lence o n
fundamental LOS fa ith issues," she claims that thi s silence sets her
"a part from many ... 'Gentile' co mpatriots whose work is, at
bedrock, dedicated to disproving the ' Mormonism is true' propos iti on."90 As a Methodist. she see herself "squarely in the main stream of traditional evangelica l Christianity." Her interest in
87 Ibid .
88

Ibid.

8. Ibid.
90 Ibid.
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Mormon things is not " to prove false Mormon ism's excl usive
claim as the only reall y leg it imate fo rm of C hri st ian ity," nor is
she interested in trying " to prove the coun terclaim that [a l co nservative brand of evangel ical Protestantism is the onl y reall y
legit imate fo rm of Christian ity.'>91 She is an observer, but an outside- insider observer.92

Are Theories Really Neutral?
In Mormonism, Shipps makes much of her having appropri ated sophisticated theoretical models to assist he r in uncoverin g
the secrets of Mormon faith (p. xi),
In everyday li fe Mormons have no need for theoretical models or sophi sticated conceptual frameworks
to unde rstand Mormonism. They know that the irs is the
Restored Gospel, ... reestablished on the earth under
the leadership of a prophet in these, the latte r days, the
new "D ispensation of the Fulness of Ti mes." But
unless suitable analogues are fo und to enable no nMormons to make sense of the Restorat ion •... avoiding misconceptions and misunderstand ings is almost
impossible. 93
Why? Because it is impossible fo r an unbeliever to see a fai th
ulti mately as sui generis? That can hard ly be the case, fo r she also
insists that her current "perspective . . . regards Mormonism as sui
generis"94 (a Latin ex.pression meaning someth ing like unique, of
a class by itself, its own kind of thing). Hers is a " hi story of a sui
generis set of peculiar peopl e:>9S
Shi pps seems to be saying that Gentiles need some ana logies
in order to understand the fa ith of the Saints. But the SainlS
understand the Restored Gospel without secular analogies or conceptual fra meworks or theoretical mode ls. Are we confident that

91 Ibid.
92 Ibid .. 143-44.
93 Ibid" 158.
94 Ibid" 160.
95 Shipps, "Writing about Modern Mormonism," 44.
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our audiences will not be led astray, diverted, confused by the use
of soc ial science or religious studies jargon?
What Shipps is reall y talking about is findin g an adequ ate
secul ar theory to account for Joseph Smith and the Book of
Mormon. In introducing her remarks on how best to avoid misconceptions and misunderstandings, she reports a con versation in
which Paul M. Ed wards (an RLDS luminary and one of her close
fri ends) said to her: "Jan, eve ry time we talk you have a different
theory to account for Mo rm oni s m."96 Various theoretica l models, conceptual frameworks, or analogies thus provide her with a
"t heory to account fo r Mormoni sm." Shipps ex pl ains that if Paul
Edwards's
observation overstated somewhat the rap idity with
which I had moved from one theoretical model to the
nex t in my extended search for adequate analogies, it
nevertheless captured the essence of my efforts to deal
with my ever-ex panding amount of informat ion by
searchin g for a conceptual framework to fll my body
of Mormon data without leaving any signifi cant part
unex plained. 97
Shipps is aware of the process ion of fas hions among historians
auempting to explain the past.
Because socio-politica l and po litico-economic
ex planations were advanced in the early sixties in the
fi eld of hi story to account for just about everyth ing
that ever happened in the past, I started out in Morm on
history using more or less secular mode ls. picturing
Mormon ism as a soc ial movement, an economIc
movement, a poli tical movement. 98
How has her analys is avo ided beco ming just anot her in the parade
of fl awed exp lanations?
In stead of looking for anal og ues to Joseph Smith and the
Book of Mormon in the Christian world, she explains. she "ca me
96 Shipps, "An ' Inside-Outsider' in Zion," 158.
97
98

[bid .
Ibid.
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to understand that really useful analogues for Joseph Smith and
the Book of Mormon are simplY nOI found in the hi story o f
Chri stianity. And so I was forced 10 abandon my idea that Mo rmoni sm is onl y a subdi vision of this hi storic reli gious tTadil io n ,"99 Americans, she realizes, are rather uninformed on the
Mormon past. Professional histori ans can open up that past to
them by prov id ing the m with expl anatio ns of what pres umabl y
"reall y happened ."
The tale of an unsophisticated farm boy who found
some engraved metal plates and used " magic spectac1es" to translate the refrom a thousand years of preColumbian American hi story appears so incredible to
man y non-Mormons that they simply di smiss the
prophet 's visions as hallucinations, regard his " gold e n
bible" as a worthless document, and wonder how an y
intell igent person could ever accept it as true. Seri ous
critics look at the Book of Mormon more closely.
Using as evidence its obvious parallels to other 19th
century accoun! S tying the American Indian to Israel' s
lost tribes, its descriptions of situations, incide nts a nd
characters suspiciously like those within Joseph Smith' s
ken, its echoes of Masonic lore, its Isaiah passages and
its bountiful supply of anachroni sms, they conclude
that the work is not only worthless but a fraud . IOO
The problem, for Shipps, with either of these common gentile
approaches 10 the Book of Ma nnon is that from her perspecti ve
they fail to appreciate that, for those who accept the book "at face
value," it melds "disparate indi viduals" into a single people b y
prov iding " the m a usable past and a common set of ex pectati ons. "101 She is, of course, right about this. And this rather prosaic in sight may be her primary contributi on. But her point turns
out to be merely a way of say ing that Latte r-day Saints actually
accept the Book of Mormon at face value and it constitutes what I
like to descri be as both the ground s and conte nt of the faith and
99 Ibid., 160.
100 Shipps, ''The Mormons: Looki ng Forward and Outward," 29-30.
101 Ibid., 30.
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memory of the Sainls. What Shipps does not address in a sat isfaclOry manner is the much more difficult question of why the Saints
believe that the Book of Mormon is true-why it constitutes a
reality that both explains the past, anchors the present-whatever
the evils currently being confronted-and addresses the future
with a genuine hope.
Why then do the Saints believe that the Book of Mormon is
true? The answer provided by Shipps is both circular and superficial: the Saints. she claims, believe that the Book of Mormon is
true because it was "defined as truth by the prophet whose rising
up was prophesied therein. the book became true for those who
believed, in much the same way that the entire body of Christian
Scripture has become true for biblical Iiteralists."I02 Those for
whom the Bible is no longer true will quickly grasp the point she
is making. Thus her presumably detached, neutral approach to the
Book of Mormon is intended to allow her to rise above even the
stance taken by those she describes as "seriou s critics" who see it
as "not only worthless but a fraud" because of what she sees as its
numerous weaknesses; it is, she insists, nevertheless to be regarded
"as the product of an extraord inary and profound act of the
religious imaginati on."IO} She is silent on what might constitute
such an imaginat ion.
Perhaps it is possible to see what Shipps thinks were the
sources for the Book of Mormon-in her language, Joseph
Smith's "reli gious imagination"-i n her public endorsement of
the Brooke book. This book is the most recent, ingenious, and
inaccurate version of F. M. Brodie's earlier effort at ex.plaining
away what Shipps correctl y understands as the very foundation of
the faith of the Saints. Brooke's book, whatever else one might
say about it, is clearly not neutral. When confronting prophetic
truth claims, the theories employed to ex.plain them are never
neutral. The Book of Mormon, in the language already quoted
from C. S. Lewis, "is either a fact, or a legend, or a lie."

102 Ibid., Shipps has the unfonunate habit of referring to those who accept
the Book of Mormon as true in the paSI tense. Of course, then and there t he
Saints accepted the book at face v~lue, but here :md now they continue to do so.
despite what those Shipps calls ··serious critics·· have had to say about it.
103 Ibid.
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Shipps has undertaken the difficult task of exp laining
Mormons to skeptical Gentiles, while not offendin g the Saints.

That she has stumbled occas ionall y and not satisfied everyone
s hou ld not overshadow her accomplishments, even though Mor-

monism is not a book of rigorous scholarship or deep learning.
but a sy mpathetic, cautiously worded, hi ghly generalized work
which approaches the explanation of Joseph Smith and the Book

of Mormon rather temperately on a kind of sociological (or what
might also be called a popularized religiolls studies) plane. As I
have shown, the portions of the book that might be of interest to
readers of th is review are reall y cautious extensions or elaborations of themes, resting on naturali stic assu mptions, initially set out
much earlier in her career.

